2500 B Series of
Clean-Air Glazers
The ultimate in high-speed
burnishers, clean-air performance,
durable, easy to use, and
long-lasting

Durable and Easy-to-Use
Tornado’s 2500 B Series of Clean-Air Glazers are the industry’s premiere burnishing machines, boasting 2500 rpm of burnishing speed,
rugged roto-molded housing, adjustable pad pressure, and a highstrength steel linkage mounted with a 2.5 HP motor. Simple to use
and even easier to maintain, the 2500 B far outperforms the competition’s comparable units. Available with an optional maintenancefree, sealed traction-drive model.
The sloped battery housing is designed with operator sight-lines in
mind, allowing an unobstructed view of approaching obstacles. Safety switches prevent operation when the cover housing is removed or
the pad holder raised. The units come complete with batteries, charger, and 20” pad holder.
Best yet, the 2500 B is a “Clean-Air” machine. Twin filters allow virtually dust-free burnishing, a significant factor when operating in sensitive environments such as schools, healthcare facilities, and retail
stores. The filters are easily removable for washing and replacement
as the need arises.
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2500 B
2500 B W/
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Easy operation

Clean-Air filtration

Speed and direction can be changed
during operation via an easy-to-use,
dual-function control knob.

The 2500 B has a clean-air filtering system that allows dust free
operation, an important consideration
when working in an area with IAQ
(indoor air quality) concerns.

Ease of use
The 2500 B tips back and rests
on a specially-designed rear
bumper. This permits easy pad
holder access, pad replacement,
and filter maintenance.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

2500 B

2500 B W/
TRACTION DRIVE

Convenient

CATALOG NUMBER

98498

98499

The double-walled, roto-molded battery
cover housing is durable and easy to
remove for battery maintenance.

PAD SIZE

20”

20”

A complete package
The unit comes standard with batteries,
charger, and pad holder.

Smart design
The unit’s sleek profile and contoured
housing provide optimal sight lines
for safe operation and an
unobstructed view of the
burnishing path.

GLAZING SPEED

2500 rpm

2500 rpm

PAD PRESSURE

Adj. to 30 lbs.

Adj. to 30 lbs.

DRIVE POWER

N/A

.5 HP

P.M. MOTOR

)17

)17

SIZE (L X W X H)

48” X 22” X 37”

48” X 22” X 37”

WEIGHT W/BATTERIES

565 LBS

585 LBS

TRACTION DRIVE

N/A

Standard

DIGITAL CONTROLS

Standard

Standard

REPLACEMENT PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
36V AUTOMATIC CHARGER

99515

99515

12V BATTERY (3 REQUIRED)

BUS185H

BUS185H

REPLACEMENT FILTER (2 REQUIRED)

90689

90689

DUST-SKIRT SHROUD ASSEMBLY

19383

19383

PAD RETAINER

90599

90599
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